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LETTER: Reinserting humanities in public schools important

May 7, 2018

Reinserting humanities in public schools is important

To the Editor:

What I value most about the Finger Lakes Times is its reporting and announcing good news.

Because of FLT‘s recent piece about Scott Hartley’s lecture at Keuka College, many attended his

recent presentation.

Introducing Hartley, Keuka’s president, Jorge L. Díaz-Herrera, said that reading Hartley’s book,

“Fuzzies and Techies: Why the Liberal Arts Will Rule the Digital World,” convinced him that

Hartley shared Keuka’s worldview that “those steeped in humanities and social sciences are
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vital to progress and success in the digital world.”

Díaz-Herrera and Hartley were preaching to the choir. The audience applauded the notion that,

as necessary as technology is for solving human problems, it is not su�cient. To guide

technical problem-solving in ways that honor our common humanity, liberal learning will have

to direct that technology. None in the choir seemed to disagree with the “what” of Hartley’s

sermon.

However, no discussion of the “how” occurred. A skeptic might ask from what schools do

Hartley and Díaz-Herrera think “those steeped in humanities and social sciences” are going to

come? A cynic might wonder if only Fuzzies from elite schools like Stanford and Columbia, from

which Hartley holds degrees, will be directing the Techies.

For two generations, public school students have been casually cheated out of liberal learning,

as we’ve emphasized scoring well on standardized tests. Indeed, ever since David Coleman, the

architect of the Common Core Learning Standards, famously used vulgar language to convince

NYS educators in 2011 that the world doesn’t care what students think or feel — learning

provoked especially by reading literature — we’ve been stripping great books from public

school curricula.

Among the options for restoring the humanities to schools is to train teachers in all disciplines

how to use the timeless lessons of classic literature to guide student learning. In 35 years, the

Dallas Institute’s Summer Institute for Teachers has trained thousands of teachers by modeling

how teachers can use literature to augment instruction in all subjects. To learn about that

work, FLT readers can visit www.dallasinsti tute.org.

http://tute.org/
https://westads.simpli.fi/ctr?sifi=6705,794130,6321725,92443636162518,1,8180,8234,30543,20628383415850,371,31,v,16.56200,AAABY1B2C7sgLs9a5KyIBMXNUCL356ERBeX6Nw,28105,0,0,13,4730ACB8A8678C5A1820BC7302B86843,3,0,0,1,400,1,0,0,604,815,701,sjbid29:9013-1526063303488-7852732,1,0,395291,2,0,25,12,75201,0,0.65,0,0,1634334464,0,0,0,1,0,0,113,,0,123821,0,0&tid=50dcf81a-6fdb-4bbd-8a6e-3ec07649d659&turl=https%3A%2F%2Fsundancesquare.com%2F


We can thank Keuka College and the FLT for bringing Scott Hartley’s message to our

community. However, for that message to be of use, we should �nd practical ways to reinsert

the humanities into our once-proud public schools, including birthing and sustaining a summer

institute for teachers, inspired by the model of the extraordinary work done each year in Dallas

since 1984.
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